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Report from the Chair
2006/7 has been an exciting and extremely busy year for the bureau, its
staff, its volunteers and everyone connected to it. It is understandable that,
as always, foremost in our minds throughout the year has been the financial
situation. It is a bit like the misfit of the family, no-one wants to talk about
them but they all realise that in the end they can't just ignore them. In the
same way if we are to continue to provide the excellent service to the people
of Rotherham that we do, then we have to remain diligent in the way we
control and run the bureau. Thankfully in that respect we are fortunate in
having a CEO who understands our situation and has worked tirelessly
throughout the year to try to consolidate our standing in the public eye and
by promoting our good name has been able to draw down funding through
the Dept. of Trade and Industry along with other national connections.
The big thing for us this year has been the change of premises, we moved in
October to Wellgate Old Hall and it appears to be the happiest building we
have tenanted since we started. To
have a pleasing atmosphere to work in
is a huge fillip for the staff and
volunteers. Another extremely
beneficial thing is that we now have
our own training room.
The number of staff has increased
steadily, and is continuing to do so.
This is to a degree indicative of the
recognition of government and the
local authority of the complexity of the
advice and help that is needed and is
given by us. A down side to this, and
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there is always one of those, is that the
building is beginning to fill up!
We have been fortunate this year to have
been able to welcome two new trustees
to our Board, Ms Debbie Heath and
Cllr. John Turner. I am sure we shall all
benefit from their expertise and
knowledge in the future.
We have managed to sustain our small
army of volunteers throughout the year
though it is pleasing to report that of
those that have left us a number have
moved on into paid employment,
hopefully using the many skills they
have been trained to use whilst in the bureau.
It is no easier for me this year to thank specific people for their
contributions to the work of the bureau so I will just say my heartfelt thanks
to everyone for their input and for the high standard of work they continue
to present for the Bureau. Apart from this I would like to thank the Board of
Trustees for their support, not only for the
bureau but also for their support of myself.
We all look forward to a bright and
prosperous 2007/8.

Tony Green
Chair of Trustees
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Chief Executive Report 2006/2007
Wow, what a first year in post, my learning curve has now evened out and
my understanding of the work of the Bureau and other voluntary and
community organizations within the Borough has grown considerably. I am
now an active member of the local Community Empowerment Network and
a volunteer sector representative on the Proud Theme Board of the Local
Strategic Partnership.
2006/07 was a year of change for the Bureau. After a difficult start with the
loss of the Independent Complaints Advocacy project funded by the
Department for Health and a reduction in staff working hours to ensure a
sustainable financial basis, the good news was quick to come with
confirmation that the Bureau was to participate in the Face to Face (F2F)
debt project funded through the Department for Trade and Industry. A two
year project to support the people of Rotherham in accessing free face to
face money advice.
A close look at the Bureau financial situation meant all core staff taking a
20% reduction in their working hours from April to September. This saw a
reduction in Bureau opening hours and therefore a reduction in the service
we could provide to our clients; resulting in about 500 clients not being
seen. Radical thought
was needed and the first
step was to find
alternative, cheaper
premises. After much
shoe leather being used
up in walking the town
and viewing properties
we secured a lease on
Wellgate Old Hall; one of
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the oldest buildings in the
town. Work began to
make the premises fit for
purpose and we all
moved in during the first
week of October. A
beautiful building with
the added bonus of a
training room. The
Bureau's Operations
Manager, Marie Ball, is
now able to plan a structured training programme for advisers in a much
more tranquil environment where she can utilize all the relevant training
aids including IT.
Thanks must go to the Rotherham Borough Council for their support and
funding which is an essential part of keeping the organization running. We
currently receive just over £120,000 as part of a Service Level Agreement to
support the core staff and infrastructure costs; without this money the
Bureau would be unsustainable. With changes in the future of funding for
advice provision we wait with baited breath to find out how future support
will be provided and hope the change will be minimal
August saw the start of the DTI funded project to provide face to face
money advice and the employment of our first trainee money advice
caseworker Neil and his support worker Ismah. Neil was previously a
Bureau volunteer and able to start taking clients immediately, he qualified
as a money advice caseworker in March 2007 and has managed 10
bankruptcy cases and over £850,000 of debt on behalf of clients. We appoint
another two trainee caseworkers in April 2007. August also saw the
recruitment of two job-share trainee money advice workers and a part-time
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support worker for the Financial Inclusion Face to Face Money Advice
project in support of the disability project; this entails working in
partnership with Contact a Family, RNIB, RNID and MENCAP. This project
had a slower start as a result of the need to identify links with the partner
organizations, in the meantime the two part-time trainees took clients who
fell into the relevant categories of need and managed to assist over 60
people.
The Legal Services Commission (LSC) contract to deliver specialist debt and
housing advice continues, albeit there are insufficient contract hours for the
number of clients in need of support and advice. Next year will be a
challenging one with a change in the way the contract is run as we move on
to fixed fees. Steve has worked extremely hard this year preparing for the
change in working practice needed to ensure the contract remains viable.
We look forward to the challenge ahead.
The Bureau was granted £25,000 from the Lloyds TSB Foundation towards
the salary of our Asylum and Immigration caseworker; previously funded
through reserves. We are now working closely with the Northern Refugee
Centre in Sheffield to secure additional funding through the Big Lottery to
make the post a full-time caseworker.
There has been a steady
stream of volunteers
many of whom have
achieved Open College
Network Accreditation
at level II. Marie has
taken this project
forward in partnership
with other South
Yorkshire Bureaux and
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succeeded in gaining
support from VC Train to
continue in 2007.
Finally, it is recognised
that the Bureau has major
challenges ahead and we
will take these on board in
a positive way. The main
concerns are the future of
core funding and the
alternative method of contract funding by the LSC. The Bureau will be
looking at the delivery of the advice provision and how it can be improved
to reduce waiting times, increased recruitment of volunteers and paid staff
and the improvement in training delivery.
It only remains for me to thank all the staff and volunteers for their hard
work and dedication over the last twelve months. Not the easiest year but
one in which they have all risen to the challenges they faced. As always the
Bureau relies heavily upon its volunteer workforce who never fail to
impress me with their dedication and commitment to the aims and
principles of the Bureau.

Annette Cassam
Chief Executive
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Training
Training is a vital part of Rotherham CAB's work. Advisers have to update
their knowledge and skills on a regular basis as information and legislation
changes frequently.
In addition to the ongoing training, support and appraisal of staff and
advisers part of my role as Operations Manager is to recruit, induct, select
and train new volunteers. At present our new trainees work towards an
external accreditation through the Open College Network, this accreditation
is offered through VC Train. The contract with VC Train ends in December
2007 however, negotiations are in place for a new contract in 2008. This year
we received approximately £9000 in funding from VC Train.
New trainees can also work towards the CAB certificate in generalist advice.
During the year April 2006 to March 2007 we recruited and trained 8 new
volunteers to become competent advisers bringing our pool of volunteer
advisers up to 16. The pool changes throughout the year as individuals
move on to other areas including paid employment therefore we are always
looking to recruit new volunteers and
currently run three courses a year,
March, July and November.
Of all our advisers including
administration:
z 9 people gained OCN
qualifications.
z 2 moved on to Further Education.
z 5 moved in to paid employment.
In October 2006 the bureau moved
premises, this slowed down the
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recruitment and training
somewhat until we had
settled into our new
building. However, our
new premises are
equipped with an ideal
training room which has
computer facilities. The
training room and IT
enhances the learning
experience and gives an
ideal space for new recruits and experienced advisers to train in.
The Bureau took on the new Financial Inclusion Face to Face project, funded
through the Department for Trade and Industry. As a result of the project
we supported 3 newly appointed paid staff in becoming qualified debt
caseworkers and members of the Institute of Money Advisers.
On a personal front, the Bureau supported me in attending a formal
management course and I successfully gained a level 5 Introductory
Diploma in Management from the Institute of Leadership and Management.
The Bureau is also supporting all administration staff in achieving an NVQ
Level 2 in Business Administration. It is
seen as a crucial part of the personal
development of staff and volunteers that
they are supported in achieving any
worthwhile accreditation within their
work area.

Marie Ball
Operations Manager
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Advice Changes Lives
Citizens Advice is a service that changes lives.
In the last twelve months we have dealt with 6122 enquiries raising 12,000
issues, this figure is slightly reduced from last year due to the six month
period of only having open door sessions 2 days per week. Nonetheless, we
have realised over £1,000,000 in benefits for our clients and over £8,000,000
of debt has been managed. By ensuring that the clients who visit the
bureau are receiving their maximum entitlement we aim to ease the
pressures they face, reduce stress and give them the confidence they need to
manage their issues for themselves.
The majority of client feedback we receive is good, below are a few
comments taken from recent client feedback forms;

‘‘

‘‘

I felt a weight lifted off my shoulders.

‘‘

I feel I can get on now and
even help my friends, if not I
would send them to you.

‘‘

I feel healthier and
not stressed.

‘‘

‘‘

The service we give to clients would
not be possible without our volunteer
advisers who receive training from
within the Bureau and from Citizens
Advice nationally. Once trained they
are on the advice rota; this is the
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perfect place for them to
hone their new skills
within a safe environment
supported by session
supervisors and more
seasoned advisers, all
pulling together to help
new advisers reach and
maintain competence.
Our service is much
needed and widely used, unfortunately this leads to a full waiting room
and long waiting times. In an attempt to improve the service to clients we
are at present exploring ways of lowering
waiting times by moving to a system of gateway
advice and follow-up appointments which we
hope to implement next year.

Glenis Norton
Advice Service Manager
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Financial Inclusion Fund,
Disability Project
In August 2006 the bureau secured funding from the Department of Trade
and Industry as part of a national project to provides face to face money
advice for people with disabilities and their families.
Our partner organizations were RNID, RNIB, Mencap and Contact a Family
(CAF) who came together to establish money advice services designed to
reach out to vulnerable people who would not otherwise be able to access
advice on dealing with their finances. The initial start to this project was
slow as we built up the contacts necessary. Although referrals from the
partners have been slow we have actively encouraged other local
organisations to refer clients to us; this includes social services.
Through our bureau we provide face-face money advice to some of
England's most indebted and financially excluded disadvantaged
individuals including:
z

Hearing impaired
z

Sight impaired

z

People with learning difficulties &

z

Families with disabled children.

In August the bureau employed two
part-time Caseworkers (Ramona
Fletcher and Nicola Benjamin) and a
part-time Support Worker (Angela
Gilding). Nicola began as a trainee
Caseworker and completed her basic
Generalist advice training and Money
advice Caseworker; training within 6
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months she was a
qualified caseworker and
taking on new clients.
During the seven month
period (August 2006 March 2007) Nicola and
Ramona provided free,
confidential and
independent advice to
over 60 clients and
assisted them in the
management of £663,491 worth of debt. Now that Nicola is fully trained and
the link with our partner agencies much more clearly defined we hope to
receive more referrals thereby enabling us to reach far more people and
increase our client numbers.

Ramona Fletcher & Nicola Benjamin
Money Advice Caseworkers
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Face to Face Financial Inclusion Fund
Money Advice Project
The Face to Face Money Advice project funding from the DTI will employ 3
full time money advice caseworkers and 1.5 support workers. The posts are
phased in from August 2006 - April 2007. All caseworkers will spend their
first six months as trainees to get them up to the caseworker standard.
The first trainee caseworker was Neil Hopkins who started in August 2006,
supported by Ismah Naseem, a part time support worker. In the year up to
March 2007, Neil dealt with 56 debt cases culminating in £841,493 worth of
debts. Most of the clients are internally referred from open door sessions
although we do get a number of referrals from Social Services and agencies
such as Rush House.
In January 2007 Neil started the debt advice outreach service in
Montgomery Hall in Wath-Upon-Dearne. Despite a slow start, as word got
around through leaflets and poster advertising, client numbers started to
increase. Whilst the initial start was to provide a drop in service, as a result
of the numbers we have now had to revert to an appointment system.
Clients can contact Neil via telephone,
direct call in to the Bureau or through
Montgomery Hall, Neil will attempt to
provide appointments on the Friday
outreach for clients from the Wath and
surrounding areas.
Neil has represented many clients in
court and has assisted 10 clients in their
bankruptcy applications; he provides
the support they need in completing
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the necessary paperwork, attends Court
with them and ensures that if they want
to take the bankruptcy route it is the
right one for their circumstances.

All clients seen receive a follow-up
feedback form, these are some of the comments received:

‘‘

‘‘
‘‘

Neil helped me a lot, he helped me get out of my difficulty
completely. It has transformed my life.
Neil made me feel so much better after our first meeting.
He listened to me and didn't judge me or my situation at
all. When I went to Court
Neil came with me,
everything he said would
happen did. Neil is a credit
to your service and without
him I don't know how I
would have coped.

‘‘
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Legal Services Commission Contract
Debt and Housing Specialist
A very busy year for the LSC project with the Bureau having an audit, a
move and a change in personalities.
The audit went well and to ensure performance targets were maintained a
follow up to the audit was planned for December 2006. During the period
April 2006 to March 2007 Steve Foers the Specialist Housing and Debt
Adviser for the LSC contract fulfilled all the requirements laid down by the
LSC and achieved a 98.4% performance rating. The LSC was so pleased
with performance figures being presented each month that the scheduled
follow up due to take place in December 2006 was deemed unnecessary.
Over the year Steve helped 82 clients with housing advice and 70 clients
with debt advice. Steve's success rate in preventing homelessness is
exceptionally high and during the year he has achieved in excess of a 90%
success rate. He also continued to
support the Duty Court Scheme at
Rotherham County Court providing
advice for people summoned to court
for housing possession. This provides
the clients with free, independent
advice prior to going in to Court and
in the majority of cases alleviates the
need for re-possession thereby
reducing the homelessness issue. This
scheme funded by the LSC brings in
additional money for the bureau as
well as providing much needed
support to people who often have the
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additional burden of debt related issues which are then dealt with in
the Bureau.
Steve has had to deal with a lot of changes during this year, firstly and most
difficult was the loss of his support worker with whom he had developed
good working practises. The good news was that Ramona had secured paid
work as a debt caseworker within the Bureau. Nonetheless, it was an added
pressure to train and adapt to a different support worker; both seemed to
work well together and quickly settled in to a routine. Secondly the Bureau
moved premises to Wellgate Old Hall; although this is a better office
environment with more space it did take up valuable time getting the
message across to clients and organisations about our new location, thirdly
it was revealed that the LSC were changing the contract from October 2007
to a new unified contract. The result of the revised contract would be that
the LSC will pay per case rather than on a fixed annual fee. Steve and his
new admin support worker, Angela have been learning how to work
differently in order to fulfil the new contract and have taken the changes
needed in their stride coming up with slick working practises.
The challenge for the next six months will be to increase clients seen in a
given month and reduce the average case time from six hours to 4 hours, no
mean feat if we are to maintain the current level of service that clients need
however, we believe this is achievable.
As a result of Steve and Angela's hard
work the LSC funding for debt and
housing advice has been secured for
another three years. We will obviously
keep a watchful eye on the new contract
requirements and hope to secure
additional LSC work in the future.
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Report by the Immigration & Asylum Adviser
There have been many Changes to Immigration and Nationality queries
relating to Clients problems/issues and major changes to Immigration and
Asylum Law over the last 2 years. Delays in processing of asylum appeals
have occurred as a result of the re-structure of the Home Office.
Since March 2006 my Client intake has increased and in the 12 months I
have dealt with 324 enquiries, often seeing clients for several appointments.
Immigration advice is strictly regulated therefore I do signpost a large
number of clients to more appropriate organisations, unfortunately the
majority have to travel to Leeds.
Main concerns have been the difficulty in referring to solicitors supporting
the relevant area of law and clients assisted in providing new evidence to
support their Asylum Claim. Housing providers changed to 'Property
Housing Management' based in Manchester. As a result of this clients are
not having face-to-face contact with the landlords and limited response to
problems, furthermore, clients are not even aware who their landlord is.
Inadequate support to fund expenses to attend Courts and Solicitors
meetings regarding asylum claims is a major issue particularly as the
meetings are often held as
far away as London.
Asylum seekers find it
difficult to find the money
to fund their appeal fees.
The Northern Refugee
Centre, Sheffield has
submitted a bid to the Big
Lottery to support an
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increase in trained immigration/asylum
advisers in South Yorkshire, the Bureau
is a partner in this bid and, if
successful, will employ a full-time
adviser. All the issues we identify in
the Bureau as social policy injustices
are raised with the relevant agencies
The Bureau has seen an increase in
Migrant Workers dispersed in the
Rotherham area. The majority of those
presenting at the Bureau have problems
communicating with anyone in English;
as a result there is an impact when they
are at work as they cannot
communicate with employers, as a result employment law is one of the
main issues presented. Additionally, those entitled to benefits are finding
the delays excessive, again largely due to the language barrier. Many of the
migrant workers presenting at the Bureau have been seriously exploited by
the people bringing them over from their homeland, they feel let-down. We
are working closely with other organizations in the Borough to support in
establishing a community location to give
them the opportunity to discuss with others
of the same nationality any issues and
identify common problems.

Majeeda Ghani
Immigration/Asylum Caseworker
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Mental Health Project
The project started on 1st September 2006 and was funded through the
Valley Healthy Living Project. THREADS, an advocacy service for people
with mental health problems was instrumental in identifying the need for
this project and was a strong partner in the work carried out in partnership
with the statutory bodies supporting clients with mental health issues. The
project aimed to provide general advice on social law issues to clients with
mental health issues, drug and alcohol abuse. Outreach services were
initially provided 3 days a week on the mental health unit at Rotherham
General Hospital, 2 half days with the substance misuse teams and a half
day with the crisis team at Cedar House. The aim of the project was to help
and advise people with their social law problems and assist in the recovery
and reduced re-admittance onto the wards.
Debt, benefit and housing were the main areas of social law dealt with; all
of which had an effect on the people and in some cases was the underlying
cause of the mental health problems such as depression.
After a slow start word soon got around and more and more people began
to access the service. Eventually, departments from other areas such as the
Shared Care Teams and the Community Mental Health Teams began to
access the service for
their clients. We soon
found that many of the
clients had multiple
issues they needed help
with. One client who had
been on the ward for
months was found to
need help with debt
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management, benefits claims, housing repairs, re-housing and social fund
application to name but a few of the problems they encountered. Once
helped the client began to recover and was discharged from the hospital.
Obviously this is not just as a result of the support given through this
project but it was a major factor.
The Mental Health Unit also noticed that patients were leaving and either
not returning or not returning as often because they were receiving help
with their underlying problems which were having an effect upon their
recovery. The project worker, Jon Pearman, was also informed that
intervening early with the crisis team either in-house or on home visits was
actually preventing more people from needing hospital admittance.
In the 7 months to the end of March a total of 120 new and 105 old clients
were seen and helped. Jon assisted clients in the management of £277,000
worth of debt and just over £107,000 was gained in benefits, an average of
more than £5,000 per individual. Several thousand pounds worth of debt
was written off by various credit agencies. Many clients were supported in
finding emergency accommodation as they were homeless when admitted
to the hospital.
Unfortunately this project ends in August 2007 leaving a gap in the advice
provision for clients with mental health, alcohol and substance misuse
issues. I'm sure we have only touched
the tip of the iceberg with this short
project and will be looking for
alternative sources of funding to
continue this worthwhile area of
support.
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Statement of Financial Activities
Unrestricted

Restricted

Total

Total

funds

funds

2007

2006

£

£

£

£

165,807

156,868

322,675

304,199

Grants receivable for
charitable activities

ce
i
v
d
a
t
deb *133,340

Grants receivable for charitable activities
Unrestricted funds:
Grant - Rotherham Metropolitan
Borough Council

in
n
Other Income
lio
l
i
m
8
£
Crant - NACAB

120,845

9,107

8,000

23,360

24,080

165,807

152,925

46,678

48,908

Restricted funds:

Grants - Legal Services Commission
Grants - Independent Complaints
& Advocacy Services

102,366

Grants PCT

23,333

Grants Disability

39,561

Grants FIF

41,046

Lloyds TSB Foundation of England & Wales

6,250
156,868

151,274

*Grant from RMBC is £210,840 - backdated rent support £12,500

1,725 clients seen
INVESTMENT INCOME
Interest receivable

2007

2006

£

£

1,573

733
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Balance Sheet at 31 March 2007
2007

2006

£

£

44,897

13,164

FIXED ASSETS
Tangible Assets
CURRENT ASSETS
Debtors
Cash at bank and in hand

5,127

2,760

41,923

23,865

47,050

26,625

38,905

7,253

CREDITORS
Amounts falling due
within one year

8,145

19,372

53,042

32,536

8,184

10,653

Unrestricted funds

44,858

21,883

SHAREHOLDERS’ FUNDS

53,042

32,536

NET CURRENT ASSETS
NET ASSETS
CAPITAL AND RESERVES
Restricted funds

£1,780,000 of
priority debts
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Clients seen by Ward

W

Clients seen in the financial year 2006/2007
Anston & Woodsetts
Boston Castle
Brinsworth & Catcliffe
Dinnington

Hellaby

Holderness
Hoober

Keppel

Maltby
Rawmarsh
Rotherham East
Rotherham West
Rother Vale
Silverwood
Sitwell

Swinton

Valley

Wales

Wath

Wickersley

Wingfield
Other Las

Clients seen by Social Law Enquiry

Benefits

Immigration

Consumer

Legal

Debt

Other

Education

Relationships

Employment

Signposted

Finance

Tax

Health

Travel

Housing

Utilities

W

Not recorded
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W Clients seen by Age Group
0 - 16

65 - 74

17 - 24

75 - 84

25 - 34

85+

35 - 49

Not recorded

50 - 64

W

Clients seen by Gender
Female
Male
Unknown/not recorded

W Clients seen by Ethnic Origin
White
Mixed Race
Asian or Asian British
Black or Black British
Chinese or other ethnic group
Not recorded
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Do you have time to spare each week?
Would you like to learn new skills and develop existing ones whilst helping
others? We need volunteers to train as advisers
You need no previous experience, as full training will be given. If you are 16
or over, have time to spare each week, and would like more information,
contact us on 01709 515680

‘‘

CAB relies heavily on volunteer advisers who give up their
time to help others. Rotherham has 13 volunteers all at
varying stages in their training programme. Without
volunteers Bureaux would not survive. If you read this and
think you may have something to contribute or would like to
know more please get in touch.
Since working at the CAB I have gained an incredible
amount of knowledge regarding the problems people face
and, that CAB is usually their first stop. Many cases I
have dealt with are for debt problems. CAB helps people
many of them who are desperate.
I believe CAB is an invaluable
service and without it I wouldn’t
have gained the confidence I have
to deal with the enormous amount
of clients we have – all with
different problems.

‘‘

Shanaz Najib, Volunteer
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The Bureau aims to
ensure that the people
of Rotherham do not
suffer through the
lack of knowledge of
their rights and
responsibilities or of
the services available
to them or through an
inability to express
their needs effectively.
Equally, the Bureau aims to exercise a responsible influence on
the development of social policies and services.

Chairman

Tony Green

Trustees

Bill Campbell
Tabarak Sadiq
Tony Taylor
Rotherham
Law Centre
Joanne Swift
Susan Nutton
Roger Newman
Tony Green
Sharon Hirshman
Debbie Heath
John Turner
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Opening Times
Monday, Tuesday & Friday
9.30am - 4pm
Reception open
Money/Housing advice
appointments only
Wednesday
9am - 4pm Reception open
Telephone advice service only
10am -2pm
Advice line 0844 826 9680
Immigration appointments
Outreach at Dinnington Resource
Centre - appointments only
Thursday
9am - 4pm Reception open
10am - 12noon
Immigration issues only open door
12noon - 2pm
Immigration appointments only
Friday
Outreach at Wath,
Montgomery Hall appointments only

Telephone number
for CAB reception

01709 515680
Rotherham Citizens
Advice Bureau,
Wellgate Old Hall,
Wellgate,
Rotherham S60 2LN
Registered Charity No. 1089261.
Company Limited by
Guarantee No. 4276910
Citizens Advice
Membership No. 25 0040

